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I am a born a raised syndeysider that has lived in London for the last 5 years. I work in
hospitality and tourism and can't grasp the logic of this law. I find it hard to think how I could
move back to Sydney. Essentially it is like saying to a child " in the end your just a kid, what do
you know." A blanket and one sided execution to try and stifle anti‐social behaviour without
any means testing. If you really want an honest response NSW let this be a council referendum
rather than a state response. Living and enjoying the CBD is not and never will be as one sided
as suburbian council issues. Cities ﴾and tourism﴿ thrive of diversity, freedom and reciprocation.
None of these are upheld. Police are forced to enforce regimes that create division between the
public and the agency that are suppose sly elected to govern them. The Australian government
was based on the the uk's Monarchs understanding that everyone deserves the opportunity to
be heard. This state government has flouted the opportunity to bypass district Mp's and moral
the general public of the city of Sydney to sell ﴾like a business﴿ that what they peddle is a
defiant stance that will generate attention and propaganda for the next term. Government isn't
about faith ﴾ parties aren't omnipotent ﴿ government is about understanding and freedom of
speech. Instead you've got expat poetics like me voicing relevant but sterile
Opinions against the larger urban sprawl vote.
It makes me sad to think to know that honest police officer are ﴾unofficially﴿ asked to refrain
from calling in violence that is alcohol fuelled to paint a positive picture. To know that tax
paying venues are losing out to ad hoc parties and raves out of the CBD that don't declare
earning and don't pay GsT
Sydney what happened to Australia being a land of growth and opportunity?
Marc Eric Stagg
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